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By Andrea Camilleri

Pan MacMillan, United Kingdom, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The fifth in the hit Italian crime series, Excursion to Tindari is another darkly comic detective
story featuring Inspector Montalbano.Maybe a phrase, a line, a hint somewhere would reveal a
reason, any reason, for the elderly couple s disappearance. They d saved everything . . . there was
even a copy of the certificate of living existence , that nadir of bureaucratic imbecility . . . What was
the protocol , to use a word dear to government offices? Did one simply write on a sheet of paper
something like: I, the undersigned, Salvo Montalbano, hereby declare myself to be in existence ,
sign it, and turn it in to the appointed clerk? A young Don Juan is found murdered in front of his
apartment building early one morning, and an elderly couple is reported missing after an excursion
to the ancient site of Tindari - two seemingly unrelated cases for Inspector Montalbano to solve
amid the daily complications of life at Vigata police headquarters. But when Montalbano discovers
that the couple and the murdered young man lived in the same building, his investigation stumbles
onto...
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This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of
confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Jackeline Rippin-- Jackeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e book. You wont really
feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.
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